Breast cancer risk assessment and prevention: a framework for shared decision-making consultations.
Options for breast cancer prevention, used in combination with screening and surveillance, include lifestyle modifications, chemoprevention with tamoxifen, and prophylactic surgery. Preventive health decisions are often preference driven: patients typically must choose whether to initiate effective treatments that hold the possibility of side effects that can negatively impact quality of life. This situation demands that patients be well informed and have a full understanding of the risks associated with each option. Investigators have developed a comprehensive decision-making framework designed to support breast cancer prevention consultations within a shared decision-making setting. The framework integrates predictive information from current risk models within the context of a woman's general health to appropriately frame breast cancer risk management consultations and outlines the application of available treatments and emerging biomarker information to individual patient decisions. Using an evidence-based approach, specialized risk-benefit projections can be provided in the clinical setting. A more comprehensive individualized risk profile allows for tailored medical management plans and can better prepare patients to make informed decisions. The framework is intended to encourage a shared decision-making approach to prevention consultations, a method for researchers to increase accrual to trials, and to more quickly incorporate new findings into the routine of practice.